ADDITIONAL INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS DISPLAYED IN FIGURE 3
Increasing the intercept of the character-survival functions does not influence the covariance between a character and survival but increases mean survival rates. The magnitude of the consequences of doing this differs across age-classes. Increasing survival rates by increasing these intercepts increased population growth and generation length and decreased heritability and viability selection. Heritability decreased because more individuals survived to older ages where the association between mean offspring body mass and parental body mass was weaker than in younger age classes ( Figure 1 ). The reason increasing mean survival while keeping the covariance between a character and survival constant decreases viability selection can be understood by writing the selection differential as the ratio of the covariance to mean survival by definition increasing the denominator while holding the numerator constant will decrease the ratio. Effects were strongest in age-classes where viability selection was greatest ( Figure 1 ).
Increasing the slope of the character-survival functions increases both the covariance between a character and survival, and mean survival. The increase in survival rates acted to increase population growth and generation time and decrease heritability via the same processes as increasing the intercepts. In lambs and senescent individuals increasing the slope had a proportionally equivalent effect on the covariance between body mass and survival as it did on mean survival. There was consequently little effect on the viability selection differential. In yearlings and adults perturbing the slope had a greater impact on mean survival than on the covariance and this acted to decrease the strength of viability selection.
Increasing the intercept of the character-fertility functions had no influence on the covariance between the character and fertility but increased mean fertility. This acted to increase population growth simply because more individuals are being born. Whether perturbing fertility slopes increased or decreased generation time, heritability and the strength of viability selection were age-class specific. Heritability increased when fertility rates were increased in ages where there was a strong positive relationship between mean offspring and parental body mass, and decreased it otherwise. Increasing fertility rates increased the number of offspring being born into each character class, which had knock on effects throughout life cycle influencing the total strength of viability selection. Increasing fertility rates in lambs had a large positive effect on the strength of viability selection estimated across the life cycle. Effects in other age-classes were small.
The mean and variance of body mass distributions were not strongly influenced by perturbing any parameters in the character-survival or character-fertility functions. Again, this is primarily because of knock on effects through the life cycle meant there was little change to the stable age-character distributions.
Increasing intercepts and slopes in the mean growth rate functions had effects on all quantities. Increasing growth rates obviously leads to larger individuals, which leads to an increase in the mean body mass across the population. It also leads to greater between age-class differences in mean body size that increase the variance in body mass. In all age-class there is a survival and fertility advantage of being large. Increasing growth rates consequently also increases population growth by increasing mean survival and fertility rates, which in turn increases generation length. Increasing mean growth rates also influenced the overall strength of viability selection by altering both the covariance between body mass and survival and mean survival rates. Different patterns were observed in different age-classes depending upon whether the covariance between body mass and survival or mean survival was altered the most. Increasing survival rates, by increasing growth rates, led to an increased proportion of the population in older age-classes, where the association between parental body mass and mean offspring body mass was relatively weak (Figure 1 ). This change in structure tended to decrease the heritability estimate.
Increasing the intercepts of the mean difference between parental and offspring character values means average offspring size is increased. These larger offspring have higher survival rates, which acts to increase population growth. These increases in survival rates impact viability selection and trait heritability, but have little impact on any other quantities. As with survival, the consequences of altering mean offspring body mass on the heritability differs among age-classes.
Altering the slope of the relationship between parental and offspring body mass increases the heritability in lambs and yearlings; there are little effects in older age-classes. The reason for this is the increase in lamb survival rates that result from an increase in mean offspring act to reduce heritability estimates for the reasons described above, while the increase in the slope tends to make offspring more similar to their parents. These counteracting effects nearly exactly cancel each other out.
Increasing the intercept of the variance associations used to construct the transition kernels increases rates of stasis individuals are unlikely to transition between very different character classes. Increasing the slope of these variance associations decreases stasis among classes with large character values. Perturbing parameters in the variance functions does not influence mean growth rates between year t and t + 1, or in the mean difference between parental body mass and offspring body mass. Altering parameters essentially had no influence on any quantity with the exception of the strength of viability selection. Increasing the rate of mixing by perturbing both intercepts and slopes in these variance associations increased the covariance between the character and survival acting to increase the overall strength of viability selection. The lack of effect on other quantities is interesting. The degree of mixing is captured in statistical models by fitting individual as a random effect into mixed models. Our results suggest that varying the strength of persistent individual differences has tiny effects on the estimation of most quantities that interest population biologists.
Our results demonstrate how subtle effects of altering a parameter in a function can be. In Figure S1 . Structure of the S(t), R(t), G(t), D(t), Ψ and Γ matrices. Grey cells represent elements that can be non-zero while elements in white are always 0. The square highlighted with the dotted lines represent matrix elements associated with one age-class (age 2). Form of S(t) and R(t) matrices
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